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1. INTR~DUOTI~N 
Let Y be a measurable space and let S be a completely arbitrary 
collection of probability measures on Y. We shall be interested in the 
quantity 
C*(S) = inf z; H&Iv), 
Y 
which may be regarded as the “entropy radius” of S. Here, v runs through 
the probability measures on Y, while H(p]v) denotes the ordinary entropy 
of ,U relative to v. The main result of the present paper (Theorem 1) 
states that : 
(i) The entropy radius C*(S) is precisely equal to the Shannon capacity 
C=C(S) of S ( w h en S is regarded as a noisy channel) ; 
(ii) If c(S)<00 then the collection S has a unique center Gs. 
Here, a center of S will be defined as any probability measure v on Y 
for which the above infimum is assumed. Hence, we are claiming that, 
in the case C(S) <co, there is a unique probability measure ijs on Y 
such that 
H(@s) <C(S) = C*(S) for all p E S. 
As a corollary, it follows that, for a given measurable space Y, each 
collection S of probability measures on Y is contained in a unique maximal 
collection S,,, having precisely the same Shannon capacity (radius) as S. 
This is trivial if C(S) = co. On the other hand, if C(S) <co then S,, is 
given by 
SIllax = {p : H(plRY) <C(S)). 
It is a convex set of probability measures since H(,u]G~) is a convex function 
of k. 
For the special case of a finite channel (where both S and Y are finite), 
the above results are due to SHANNON [29] p. 46, see also [32] p. 52. 
For the special case of a semicontinuous channel (where at least S is 
finite) they are due to the author [17]. The present paper is the third 
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(after [18] and [19]) in a series of papers based on methods and results 
reported in [1’7]. 
Section 2 is mainly a summary of some known results, needed in the 
proof, concerning the function H(,u~Y). Section 3 contains a more detailed 
description of the main result as well as some auxiliary results. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Section 5. It is based on results 
derived in Section 4 for the special case where S is semicontinuous. In 
Section 4 we also derive a large number of related results, not strictly 
necessary for the proof of Theorem 1, concerning the general semicon- 
tinuous channel. In particular, Lemma 7 (and Theorem 1) were already 
stated and used in [19] p. 388; 394. 
We have restricted the present paper to the classical entropy defined 
by (2.1). However, there is every indication that Theorem 1 will carry 
over to rather general types of entropy. A detailed study of entropies 
of the type 
~(A4 = s f@PlW dv 
was made by CSISZAR [4]-[ll]. Moreover, his latest paper [ll] contains 
generalizations of some of the results in Section 4. Further AUGUSTIN [3] 
p. 72 stated a result for the special case f(u) = -u” (0 <E-C 1) which is 
completely parallel to Theorem 1; the proof he sketched is analogous to 
ours. It should also be mentioned that the entropy which corresponds 
to the function f(u) =cua arises in a natural way in coding theory, see 
[31, WI, [I619 WI, P91. A g oo d survey can be found in the monograph 
[20]. Several papers on generalizations of the classical entropy H(,u~v) 
have been included in the list of references. 
2. ENTROPY 
Let ,u and v be probability measures on a fixed measurable space Y. 
The entropy H(,u~v) of ,B relative to v is defined as 
w4v) = sup 2 {log MJW@~)lMB). 
i 
All logarithms will be to the base e. The supremum in (2.1) is extended 
over all partitions of Y into finitely many disjoint measurable sets Bg. 
There is no contribution from the terms with ,u(Bj) =0 (whether or not 
v(Bj) = 0). There is a contribution equal to + 00 from the terms with 
,u(Bj) > 0 and ~(BJI) = 0. Hence, in order that H(,uIv) <co it is at least 
necessary that y is absolutely continuous relative to v (which we shall 
write as p << Y). 
The function 4(z) = z log z (x > 0 ; $(O) = 0) is continuous on z > 0, bounded 
below, and strictly convex with 4(l) =O. Therefore, H(,ulv) >O in all cases 
and H(,u[v) = 0 if and only if ,u=v. This indicates that the entropy H(,D/v) 
behaves somewhat like a distance function. In fact, we shall use the 
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fact that the total variation 11~ --VI] of ,U -v satisfies 
(2.2) lIP--l12~2m4~)~ 
see [8] p. 314 and [IS] p. 2174. Here, the constant cannot be improved; 
see [8]-[ll] for related results valid for more general entropies. We shall 
also need that 
(2.3) Hb-4~) G ;vy”,,:*f w44. 
After all, relative to the metric +jI, the sum in (2.1) represents a continuous 
function of v with values in [0, + 001. Thus the supremum H(plv) is neces- 
sarily lower semicontinuous. It can easily happen that H(plvn) -+ + 00, 
through H(,+)<co and lIvn--vII + 0. 
Also note from (2.1) that H(,u] ) v is both a convex function of v (since 
log l/x is convex when x > 0) and a convex function of ,u (since C+%(X) is 
convex when z > 0). As a further consequence of (2. l), we have that 
(2.4) H(p[v) <log l/8 as soon as j.@)<(l/~) v(B), 
for all measurable sets B C Y; here, E denotes a positive constant. 
An explicit formula for H(,u~Y) is given by 
(2.5) 
Here, il denotes any o-finite (nonnegative) measure on Y such that p < iz 
and v < 2. Further f =d,uldA and g = clv/djl denote the corresponding densi- 
ties. Moreover, f(y)/g(y) = + 00 if f(y) > 0 and g(y) = 0. The precise choice 
of 3, is not important. If ,U < v one can take A= v and (2.5) takes the form 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
By a channel S we mean any collection 
(3.1) 
of probability measures on the same measurable space Y = (Y, 9~). One 
interprets Pz as the probability distribution of the received message (which 
takes its values in Y) when the sender transmits the element x E X through 
the noisy channel S. 
Often one calls X the input alphabet of 8 and Y the output alphabet. 
The channel S is said to be semicontinuous if X is a finite set and finite 
if both X and Y are finite sets. The channel S will be fixed from now on. 
Let Q denote the collection of probability measures z on X having 
finite support. Thus each PZ E Q is of the form 
Here, n(x)>O, n(x)>0 for only finitely many x E X, xz n(x) = 1. Further, 
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A is an arbitrary subset of X and f is an arbitrary real-valued function 
on X. 
The so-called Shannon capacity of the channel S is defined by 
WV 
where 
c = C(S) = y C(n), 
(3.4) C(z) =inf J H(P&) 76(&r). Y 
In the latter infimum, v runs through all probability measures on Y. 
Note that the infimum C(z) of linear functions is automatically a concave 
and upper semi-continuous function of z E Q. It is clear that 
consequently, 
(3.5) 
where C*=C*(S) is defined by 
P-6) C*= inf sup H(P&). Y SSX 
Since the entropy H(,uIv) behaves somewhat like an (unsymmetric) distance 
function, it will be convenient to think of C* = C*(S) as an entropy radius 
of the given collection S of probability measures on Y, as was also done 
in [ll], Definition 2.3; (for a related notion of radius, see [30] p. 152). 
Similarly, in case the infimum in (3.6) is assumed by a probability measure 
v on Y then v will be regarded as a center of S. 
THEOREM 1. Let Y be a measurable space and let S be an arbitrary 
collection of probability measures on Y. Then one alwags has that 
(3.7) C(S) = c*(s). 
Suppose that the radius (capacity) C(S) is j&&e. Then S has a unique center 
F=FS. Equivalently, there exists a unique probability measure 18 on Y such 
that 
(3.8) H(P&) <C(S) for all x E X. 
In particular, P, < ?s for all x E X. Moreover, if all Pz (x E X) are abso- 
lytely continuous relative to a o-$nite measure 3, on Y then also the measure 5s. 
Theorem 1 is known for the special case that S is finite, see [29] p. 46; 
[32] p. 52; [31]; [16] p. 91. In the next section, we first prove Theorem 1 
(and certain related results) for the case of a semicontinuous channel. 
The proof of the general Theorem 1 is given in Section 5. We shall often 
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employ the well-known identity 
(3.9) J H(P,Iv) n(dx) = j H(P,Iv”) n(dx) +H(lqv). 
Here, n E Q. Further vx denotes the probability measure on Y defined by 
(3.10) v”(B) = J P,(B) n(dx) = c Tc(x) P,(B). 
2: 
Finally, v denotes an arbitrary probability measure on Y. 
In proving (3.9), it is convenient to use a o-finite measure 3, on Y such 
that P, < ?b (when n(x) >O) and further v < fl. Let j%(y) =dP,/dil (when 
n(x) > 0) and g(y) = dv/dil denote the corresponding densities. Consider 
z E X, y E Y such that n(x)>0 and j%(y) >O; then also 
g,(Y) =.av=w. = 2 44 fd~) 
a 
is positive and one may write 
(both sides infinite if g(y)=O). Multiplying by sz(x)A(dy), summing over x 
(a finite sum) and integrating over y, one obtains (3.9). Actually, (3.9) 
can ,be generalized to more general entropies, see [3] ; (2.26) in [ll] ; top 
of p. 153 in [30]. 
Since B(vn]v) 20, we conclude from (3.9) that the infimum in (3.4) is 
taken at v=vn. Thus C(n) may also be defined by 
(3.11) qn) = J H(P,I~~) n(ax). 
Here, v” is given by (3.10). It follows that (3.9) can be written as 
(3.12) c(~)+H(~~~~)=~ H(P,I~) n(ax). 
This relation holds for any n E Q and any probability measure v on Y. 
4. THE SEMICONTINUOUS CASE 
The present section is partly expository; it is mainly based on pp. 76-93 
of [17]. Related results and certain generalizations (involving a generalized 
entropy) were recently obtained by CSISZ~~R [ll], see also [8], [S]. We 
presently restrict ourselves to the case of a finite input alphabet X. One 
may as well take 
X=(1, 2, . . . . a}, 
with a, as a fixed positive integer. Thus 8 takes the form 
a= {Pl, p2, * **, CT}, 
with Pt as a given probability measure on Y, (i = 1, . . . , a). 
It will be convenient to employ a o-finite measure 1 on Y such that 
Pt <A (i=l, . . . . a). Let 
jl(Y)=aPg/ail (id, . . . . U) 
be the corresponding densities. From (2.5), and provided that Y < il, we 
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have that 
(**l) H(Pg Iv) = J {log fi/g> fi cLI, where g = dv/dA. 
For each ICE Q let zi=z({i}), (i=l, . . . . a). One may regard Q as the 
(compact and convex) simplex consisting of all a-tuples 
rc=(221, . ..) na) with nt>O; 5 ng=l. 
i-l 
In view of (3.10), we have that 
for all j=l, . . . . a. Using (2.4), (3.11) and the convexity of the function 
log l/z, we find that 
(4.3) 
Hence, O<Cg log a, compare (3.3). 
LEMMA 1. For any n E Q and any probability measure v on Y, we have 
the inequalities 
(4.4) C(n) G 2 SZ~H(P&) G max H(Palv). 
i=l s 
Here, the Jirst equality sign holds if and only if v =v”. 
PROOF. The above assertions are an immediate consequence of (3.12). 
After all, H(v~/v) > 0 with equality if and only if v =v”. 
Let us now introduce 
(4.5) g=(n~Q&: C(n)=C). 
Recall that C= sup {C( n : z E Q}. Since the function C(n) on Q is concave ) 
it must assume its largest value, hence, the set Q is necessarily non-empty 
(and convex); (actually, the function C(n) is continuous, compare the 
remark preceding Lemma 3 ; or use the fact that a finite upper semi- 
continuous concave function on a simplex is always continuous). 
LEMMA 2. The set & is afine, more precisely, equal to the intersection 
in Ra of the simplex Q ,with a linear manifold (through the origin). Moreover, 
the probability measure + on Y dejned by 
(4.6) 
where * E a, is indepencht of the particular choice of 5 E a. Finally, 
(4.7) C=C(S)< max H(Pijv) 
holds for every probability measure v on Y with v#3. 
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PROOF. One easily obtains from (3.11) and (4.1) that 
(44 
Here, y(z)= --z. log z (if x>O; y(O)=O). S ince y is continuous and strictly 
concave, it follows from (4.8) that 
(4.9) C( c &n(r)) > 1 ar C(dr)), 
T 7 
as soon as n(r) E Q and ar> 0, 2 A+= 1; (this much we knew already, 
compare (3.4)). Moreover, the equality sign holds in (4.9) if and only if, 
for almost [A] all y E Y, the density (relative to A) z)j @)/J(Y) of yx(‘) = 
= X:J 3.tj@‘) Pj is independent of r ; in other words, if and only if the measure 
#) itself is independent of r. 
Now consider a pair zl, X” in Q thus C(n’) = C(n”) = C. Consider further 
the convex linear combination 
where ti is a scalar, 0 <01< 1. Then 
c = olC(n’) + (1 -lx) C(d) < C(z%) < c, 
thus the equality signs hold here. It follows that necessarily P =vs”, 
proving that o =v” is the same for all z E &. 
Next, let oc be any real number such that X~ E Q. Then vn~=c& + 
+ (1 -cx)P” = f, thus, 
C(xa)= i (n,)iH(PiI~)=olC(n')+(l-oL)C(~")=C, 
i=l 
thus z E Q. This proves the first assertion of Lemma 2; [in many appli- 
cations the linear manifold on hand consists of a straight line through 
the origin in which case Q consists of a single point 5. But in other appli- 
cations, the linear manifold could be determined by equations such as 
nl=O; n3=0; zz-22n4+3n5=0-j. 
In proving (4.7), we simply apply (3.12) with Z=E EQ, thus, v”=+ 
and C(n) = C. If v# 9 then H(P]v) > 0 hence 
C<J HP&) ji(dx)G max H(PI/v). 
* 
REMARK. Formula (4.8) has many other applications. For instance, 
it implies that C(n) is continuous on Q ; (choose A= PI + . . . + Pa so that 
the fi>O satisfy fi+ . . . +fa= 1; afterwards apply to (4.8) the bounded 
convergence theorem). 
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LEMMA 3. Let C(a) =C(rc~, . . . . ?ta) be de$lzed by (4.8) for each choice of 
the numbers zip0 (;=l, . . ..a). Then 
(4.10) $C(,, . . . . na)= -l+H(Ptjv”), (i=l, . . . . a), 
# 
(a one-sided derivative at a point where szt= 0). 
REMARK. Note that here we do not require that x zi = 1. Further 
V“ will again be defined by (4.2), and H(PzIv”) by (4.1). In view of (2.4) 
and (4.2), 
(4.11) H(P&q Q log 1/7ci < 00. 
Hence, if zs>O then both sides of (4.10) are finite. If zf= 0 it is possible 
that both sides of (4.10) are infinite. 
Further note that the derivative (4.10) is continuous in SZ= (~1, . . . . na) 
as long as zt > 0. This follows easily from the bounded convergence theorem 
and (4.1) applied with v=Pi+... +P, so that If*=1 thus O<fj<l; 
hence g= 1 qf* satisfies mfe <g Q 2 q. 
PROOF. Let PQ>O (j=l, . . . . a) and 1 Q i <a be fixed. Let further h 
denote a variable real number with h# 0, it> - zzt and consider 
O(h)=C(q . . . . zia-1, m+h, m+l, . . . . n,)-C(m, . . . . m, . . . . Q). 
We must prove that 
lim A(h)/h= - 1 +H(P~IY”). 
h+m 
The function y(x) =x. log l/z (y(0) = 0) is continuous for x 2 0, differentiable 
for x> 0, with derivative y’(x) = - 1 - log x. It follows from (4.8) and the 
mean value theorem that A(h)/h is equal to 
1 
Sh4dd + ehfi(y)) fi(y) -v(fiW)l WY) = 
(4.12) 
= -1+S[logfi(y)--log (g(y)+~hfi(y))lfi(y)~(d~). 
Here, 0 < 19 = 8(y, h) < 1, while 
(4.13) g(y)= $ zjfi(y)=dvn/djl. 
i=l 
Note that for h=O- the right hand side of (4.12) is precisely equal to 
- 1 i-H(Ps~v”). Moreover, letting 
(4.14) W = S[log fa(y) -log (g(y) + hfh4)l ft (y) fl(dy), 
we have that 
I(h)<1+/4(h)/h<H(PZ[~“) if h>O, 
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while 
H(P&“) G 1 +A(h)/h<I(h) if h<O; 
(recall that in the latter case we must have ni > 0). Consequently, it suf- 
fices to show that 
lim 1(h) =H(P~Iv”). 
h-t0 
By the monotone convergence theorem, it suffices to prove the following: 
(i) If O<h< 1 then the integrand @h(y) in (4.14) is bounded below by 
a A-integrable function e(y), which itself is independent of h. In fact, 
letting ai = zf + 1 and 015 = SZ~ for j# i, we have 
namely, in view of the inequality x. log z> - l/e applied for x = f&j fj. 
(ii) If n:ci> 0 and ---i/2 < hc 0 we have that the integrand @h(y) in 
(4.14) is bounded above by a J.-integrable function e(y) (which itself is 
independent of It). In fact, one may take e(y) = (log 2/Jdz)fz(y) since in the 
present case 
g + hfi > (zi + h)fi > (nr/2)fi. 
LEMMA 4. Let G be as in Lemma 2. Thea 
(4.15) H(Pgl+)<C for all i=l, . . ..a. 
Moreover, for each fixed index 1 <i <a, one has H(Pij8) = C as soon as 
jii>O for at least one 560. 
PROOF. Let ji E a be fixed. Under the side condition nl+ns + . . . + 
+ zda = 1, the function C(n) = C(JC~, . . . , na) assumes its largest value C at 55. 
Consequently, at this point ji, all partial derivatives &?(ji)/bni are equal 
to one and the same number y as long as jig> 0, (i = 1, . . ., a) ; moreover, 
bC(E)/b7ct~y if %=O, (i=l, . . . . a). In view of (4. lo), applied with z = 5 
(thus T=+), and letting K=y+ 1, we find that H(P,[+)<Kfor all i= 1, . . ..a. 
while H(PiI?) =K as soon as &> 0. Further 
therefore K = C. 
REMARK. It would be possible to prove Lemma 4 without using 
Lemma 3 (for instance, by using a device analogous to the one which 
preceeds (3.29) of [ll]). However, the present proof seems more intuitive. 
Moreover, Lemma 3 has a clear interest of its own. 
The above proof implicitely uses the continuity of the partial derivative 
(4.10) as long as zt> 0. This could be avoided by noting that the function 
h(n) = C(n) - C’a +ol log a (with 01= 1‘3 zzj) is always nonpositive; it takes 
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the value 0 at each point ji E & so that there the one-sided derivative 
bh/b7c~=H(P#)-C<O (i=l, . . . . a). 
LEMMA 5. For our semicontinuous channel 23 we have that 
(4.16) C*=C= max H(Pi/F)< max H(P&). 
i=l. .__, a i-l. . . . . la 
Here, v denotes any probability measure on Y distinct from v. Consequently, 
i, is exactly the unique center of S. 
PROOF. Using (3.5), (3.6) and (4.15), we have that 
C*< max {H(P,jp); i=l, . . . . a)<C<C*. 
This yields the first part of (4.16). The last inequality (4.16) follows 
from (4.7). 
The following result is useful for numerical calculations; for finite 
channels, it goes back to SHANNON [29]. 
LEMMA 6. There exists precisely one number K such that one can find 
sz E Q satisfying 
H(P&“)<K for i=l, . . . . a; 
=K when ng>O, 
In fact, necessarily K = C and z E 8 thus v” =G is unique. 
PROOF. That K = C will do follows from Lemma 4. Conversely, let K 
and n be as above It follows that 
K=C(n)<C<C*< max H(P+“)=K. 
i 
Consequently, K =C and C(n) =C thus n E Q. 
REMARK. Also of interest are the elements 7c E Q which satisfy 
max (H(Pilv”); i=l, . . . . a}gC. 
In view of (4.7) the equality sign must hold here and further v*=ii. 
H wever, it is still possible that z 6 Q, that is, C(n) = xi nzH(Ptlv”) < C. 
Kamely, this happens precisely when there exists an index i with zf > 0 
and H(Pf/+) <C. 
In view of these remarks, we have in fact that &= {SZ E Q : C(n) = C) 





ni=O whenever H(PiIij)<C, (i=l, . . . . a). 
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Since these conditions are linear we thus have a new proof of the first 
part of Lemma 2. 
The following result is needed in [19] (as formula (4.32)). 
LEMMA 7. Let fi E & be given as well as the number 0 -c 6 -c 1 and define 
n E Q by means of 
(4.19) 7ri=(l--8/2)%+6/(2a)>6/(2a), (i=l, . . . . a). 
Then 
(4.20) max H(P~IY”)GC++. 
i-l. .,., a 
PROOF. Since H(P~/G)<G for all i, see (4.15), it suffices to prove that 
H(Pilv”)-H(P+)<6, for i=l, . . . . a. 
Equivalently, see (2.6), we must show that 
Indeed 
J{log dv”/d*} Pi(dy) > - 6, for i = 1, . . ~, a. 
thus, 
v”= -$ ,,Pi>(l-6/2) i ??Pi=(1--8/2)1, 
i=l i=l 
log {dv”/dF} > log (1 -S/2) > - 6. 
The significance of Lemma 7 can best be seen by interpreting the 
function 
J(ilv) = log {dP@} 
on the probability space ( Y, F v, Pi) as a random variable. It plays a 
central role in coding theory, compare [18] p. 2158. In view of (4.1), 
one has that 
E(J(iIv)} = H(PilV). 
By Lemma 5, one has that 
and even 
inf max E(J(ilv))= C 
Y i 
min max E{J(ilv”)) = C, 
n z 
where the minimum is assumed by vG=?. In view of (4.2), we have that 
J(il+) < log l/&, (which in turn implies that Var {J(ij+)}<$G+K with 
K = log l/&, see [19], Lemma 5.1). This is only interesting when Zs > 0 
for some ji E a. If not J(iji) need not be bounded and can easily have 
an infinite variance (even when E(J(iIfi)}=C). Lemma 7 says that a 
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suitable measure V” very close to i, will result in random variables J(il~~) 
all of which have a mean G C-I- 6 and are uniformly bounded: J(i]P) < 
< log (2a/6), (i=l, . ..) a). Afterwards, it will be easier to apply a suitable 
central limit theorem; in this connection, see for instance Theorem 5.2 
in [19]. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We may assume without loss of generality that C= C(S) < co; (for, if 
not then also C*(S)= 00 by (3.5) and we are ready). Let JZZ denote the 
collection of all finite subsets A of X, made into a directed set by ordinary 
set inclusion. For each A E &‘, consider the semicontinuous channel 
(5.1) S,=pJ,;xEA}. 
The corresponding Shannon capacity CA = C(SA) is clearly a non-decreasing 
function of A E d. 
As usual, P will be defined by (3.10) and C(n) by (3.1 l), (where zz E Q). 
Let further +A denote the unique probability measure on Y associated 
to SA as in Lemma 2, and let @A denote the (non-empty) collection of 
all probability measures z on A such that C(z) =CA. We have from 
Lemma 2 that 
(5.2) Vnn=?A for each 7~ E&A, (each A Ed). 
Further, from Lemma 4, 
(5.3) H(P,IPA) <CA for all x E A, (each A E a?). 
Finally, we have from (3.12) and (5.2) that 
(5.4) CA + H(FAjV) = j H(P&)@x), 
for each choice of A E &, each choice of z E &A, and each choice of the 
probability measure v on Y, 
Consider a pair of sets A, B in &’ with A C B, and apply (5.4) with 
7~ E GA and ~=lrB. Using also (5.3), with A replaced by B, it follows that 
(5.5) CA + H(CA~FB) < Cg when A, B E d, A C B. 
Using (2.2), this in turn yields that 
(5.6) /IfA --B/l < P(CB - &)I* when A,BE&, ACB. 
Next, we have from the definition (3.3) of C that 
‘c=sup CA=fim CA, (where C = C(S) < 00). 
d d 
Let E> 0 be given, and choose A E & such that CA > C- E, hence, 
CR-C/J<C- CA <&. It follows from (5.6) that jl$A-+s/] Q [2&-j) as soon as 
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CA > C - E and B r) A, (A, B E &). This proves that the limit 
(5.7) i= 1imGA 
&4 
exists in the strong sense: 
(5.8) l$u Il@~--+li=O. 
Let x E X be given. It follows from (5.3), where CA f C, that H(P,IPA) <C 
as soon as A E ~2 contains the point x. We now conclude from (5.8) and 
the lower semicontinuity property (2.3) of H(@) relative to v, that 
(5.9) H(P,IC) <C for all x E X. 
In view of the definition (3.6) of C*, this implies that C*;cC thus C* =C, 
(by (3.5)). Moreover, f is a center of X. 
As to the uniqueness of this center, let v be any probability measure 
on Y satisfying 
(5.10) H(P,jv)<C for all ZEX. 
We know that C=C*<oo. It follows from (5.4) and (5.10) that 
Hence, by (2.2), 
/19/l -VII < [2(C - CA)]“. 
Using limd(C-CA) =0 this yields that limdl/BA-vy// = 0 and this can be 
true for at most one measure Y. 
Pinally, suppose that P, <A for all x E X, with 1 as a given a-finite 
measure on Y. Let B C Y be such that A(B) =0 thus P,(B) = 0 for all 
x: E X. By (3.10), we have F(B)=0 for all z E &, in particular, PA(B) =0 
for all A E J@‘. It follows from (5.8) that c(B) = 0. This proves that $ < 2. 
University of Amsterdam 
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